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Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Advisory Committee, I

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS WHAT THE UNITED STATES

SHOULD BE DOING TO ENCOURAGE THE GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH AFRICA TO

END APARTHEID AND TO BEGIN MEANINGFUL AND PEACEFUL POLITICAL

NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE COUNTRY'S BLACK MAJORITY.

as you may know, iam the ranking majority member of the

House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Africa and a member of

the Subcommittee on Human Rights and International Organizations,

In 1984, I introduced the Mandela Freeedom Resolution calling on

our Government to urge South Africa to free Nelson Mandela from

prison and to liftthe banning orders on wlnn ie mandela, the

resolution was passed overwhelmingly by both the house and the

Senate .
Last year^ Iwas owe of the conferees who formulated the House

Senate agreement on the ant i-Apartheid Act of 1985, which was
PASSED BY THE HOUSE LAST AUGUST. In A PRIVATE CAPACITY, INOW

serve as the national chairman for the lawyers campaign to

Free Nelson Mandela..
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In the past 20 months, over 1500 people, the majority of

them Black, have been killed and 36,000 arrested in the Government
repression of ant i-apartheid protests in south africa, violent

confrontation is escalating rapidly.

/ The so-called Government "reforms", such as the pending]
abolition of passlaws, restoration of citizenship to blacks ln
SO-CALLED INDEPENDEtIT^ST^TES WITHIN SoUTH^Af^TCÁT^AND A PROPOSED

INTERRACIAL ADVISORY COUNCILjSO^=WQi^DEAL WITH THE DRIVING IS6UES

OF CONTINUED WHITE POLJTitA¡T DOMINATION AND ENDURING /

6EGREGATIONJjp>STRUCTURES LIKE SEPARATE RESIDENCES, SEPARAT¿

ÍePUCATTOnT AND ETHNIC J!j^AE^MWSiL-rSB^BhktKST

no one wants to predict catastrophe for south africa— but

there is growing evidence each and every day that unless change

in South Africa is fundamental, far-reaching and even revolutionary

in its proportions, the risks of disaster will continue to increase

dangerously, ít is also equally clear that 24 million black

South Africans willnot be denied their freedom much longer and

that they willwin the rights of citizenship by peaceful, or by

other means,
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no one is certain at this moment what role america is

playing or will play to foster accommodation and reconciliation

in South Africa. Will it be said that we helped the Black South

African to achieve freedom and dignity in his own country; or will

WE BE SEEN AS RACISTS HIDING BEHIND A FACADE OF ANTI-COMMUNISM ~

AS SO OFTEN HAS BEEN THE CASE —.-AND THUS STRENGTHENING THE STATUS

QUO BY DOING NOTHING POSITIVE TO BRING ABOUT A PEACEFUL CHANGE?

YÓUR~ASST^RMEWÍLaS_ANIMPORTANf ONE. HoPEFUU^-^i^eO-WILL BE/

JiBLE TO PERSUADETHIS ADMINj^JBA?íSrTÓ^S4¡RSyEI NEW POLICY INITIATIV

VfHICH WOULDJJSE^jCWfrVÁITriNFLUENCE AND OUR MULTI-RACIAL SOCIETY TO

tfEEP^QWH-AFRICA END ITG TURMO44ri r

At this moment, our quiet dipolmacy in the pursuit of

peaceful change in south africa has failed. whatsmore, it has

alienated us from other african and third world countries and is

presently earning for us the hostility of black south africans.

rt FIRST STEP IN A NEW DIRECTION WOULD HAVE THE UNITED STATES

BEGIN A PUBLIC DIALOGUE WITH THE BANNED AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS

AND OTHER BLACK ORGANIZATIONS THAT HAVE THE SUPPORT OF THE BLACK

South Africans. The ANC is the oldest and most prominent of the

organizations of resistance against the apartheid system of south

Africa and is highly regarded by the country's black majority.
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In a meeting with editors of The New York Times last October.,

Secretary Shultz observed rather casually that the Pretoria
Government should free Nelson Mandela and should meet with the

anc to show its willingness to search for a political compromise,

ibelieve it is also important for our own government to meet

with officials of the anc and to announce publicly that we're doing

it in the effort to communicate with all those who may be

involved in bringing peaceful change to south africa,

Another important move would have President Reagan call for

the immediate and unconditional release from prison of nelson

Mandela and other South African political prisoners. Mandela, who

has been in south african prisons since 1962, is regarded by many

Black South Africans as one of the most respected symbols of

resistance against apartheid .and an individual who would certatnly

have an important role in any. political negotiations,. hls release

is justified on humanitarian grounds alone, twenty-four years of

imprisonment is long enough for an offense that carries a maximum

of five years in our country.

Our embassy in South Africa must also assume a more activist

role. High-level officials should be meeting publicly with

representative political leaders and groups in the country and

attending public gatherings of all segments of the populace,
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iwould recommend that the state department send a special

envoy, of ambassadorial rank, to advise and assist ambassador

nlckles in establishing the important communications with the

black-led organizations, iwould further suggest that this envoy

be a Black American for reasons that are evident, This selection

wnm_n_ri_F API y spfak TO THE PRETORIA GOVERNMENT, THE NON-WHITE

South African population, the international community, and to

Americans here at home.

ialso support the efforts being made by both our government

and the American private sector to provide educational opportunitie

abroad for black south africans, iwould specifically urge

the development and implementation by the state department of a
political leadership program here for south african blacks.

Such a program could call upon the expertise of the Congress and

all levels of government, through internships, and could utilize

the special experiences of the historical black colleges and

universities here,

Mr, Chairman, the steps Ihave proposed here are simple and

direct. They are administrative and they really should have been

taken several years ago. it may be too late to get the pretoria

goverment to react favorably to these initiatives now.
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The limited sanctions announced by the President last year

are apparently having a minimal effect on south africa, and it

may be that nothing short of a complete pull-out of u.s.
investments in south africa as envisioned in pending legislation,

will get the botha regime to move forcibly to end its racial

segregation.

IWISH WE COULD GET THE SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT TO DO THE

RIGHT THING THROUGH DIPLOMATIC INITIATIVES AND PROPOSALS, SUCH AS

IHAVE SUGGESTED HERE. BUT IHAVE MY DOUBTS.

Moreover, Iam convinced that if the United States is to be

a positive agent for the peaceful resolution of the troubled

South African situation, then we must be prepared in the final

analysis to take direct action through the imposition of stringent

economic sanctions.

Without access to American capital and technology, the

South African police state would be denied much of the means that

it uses to sustain the repressjon inherent in the practices of

APARTHEID. We MUST BE PREPARED TO ELIMINATE WHAT HAS BECOME

American economic aid to the Apartheid ¿wcrnmcht .
Our message to South Africa today must be that we want real

and peaceful change now. -

Thank you.
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